dare to explore

CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS free FROM HOBBY LOBBY®

...the adventure begins now!
Your quest for Old World-style jewelry—pieces that are just the right mix of artsy and edgy—starts here:

Right: Made to dance in the breeze, these dangly earrings are made of beads from a combination strand and attached to lengths of chain.

Lower Left: Layer beads (a great way to use the leftovers from the strand above) onto a chain, and you’ve got a fabulously chunky necklace in no time.

Lower Right: Stitch a metal gear to a fabric tag for an industrial-chic look.
The unexpected pairing of hand-dyed, rustic leather and a sparkling faux crystal connector lends this wraparound bracelet that irresistible can’t-put-your-finger-on-it charm. Start by braiding leather lace and weaving a contrasting embroidery floss through it. Then personalize it with charms and pendants.
Earrings:
Glue a filigree medallion to the back of a dangly pendant, and attach a queen bee pendant to the front.

Necklace:
Adhere a bee pendant to a coordinating medallion.

Exotic & Exquisite
Taking a walk on the wild side? Then you’ll need your safari bracelet. Attach three strands of leather lace to a three-loop connector (one on each end). Then string on cheetah-print acrylic connectors and add a clasp. Way to show off your fierce fashion!

Beauty & the Bee
Earrings: Glue a filigree medallion to the back of a dangly pendant, and attach a queen bee pendant to the front.
Necklace: Adhere a bee pendant to a coordinating medallion.

Sull of Charm
Searching for an accessory that represents your unique style and personality? Then a charms-for-days bracelet is just what you need. String beads onto three lengths of stretchy cord, and then add a mix of charms that express you best. Secure the cords together with links of chain to create a three-tier beauty that’s sure to make a statement.
Fab & Fearless
You’re an explorer at heart. That’s why you’re drawn to an adventurous assortment of charms, beads and findings. We say go with it, don’t be afraid to mix unexpected components.

Left: bonelike bar connectors, linked with jump rings.

Bottom Left: earthy tribal-style beads to frame a bold eagle pendant.

Bottom Right: exotic elephant charms and a cluster of faceted beads, dangled from basic ear wires.

Join us off the beaten path with curiosity-chic trinkets, vintage-inspired baubles and eclectic mix-and-matchable charms, pendants & more...
**Going Native**

Our eclectic components make it an easy trek from bland to exotic. How easy? Try a ready-to-go metal bangle (found in the Poetic Spirit line) paired with a single tribal headdress pendant. Connect them with a jump ring, and you’re done.

---

**Getting Wiser**

Can you hear the call of the wild? It jingles. For this rough ‘n’ tumble charm bracelet, we piled on two kinds of chain and a world traveler-style collection of charms.